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In Wicca tradition divination is important part of everyday practice in order to access spiritual

energies from personal Matron, Patron or spiritual guide. Using divination tools makes you more

attuned and sensitive to the divine energies of the world, which can also be useful for spell casting

and other magickal works. Choosing the right tool is very important because not everybody has

same abilities and spiritual powers. Someone will be more comfortable with more spiritually and less

theory needed techniques like Scrying, while others will choose less psychic demanding and more

theoretic tools like Astrology.There are numerous divination tools and techniques used by the occult

practitioners that exist today, and in this guide, I will try to cover the ones that are used most

frequently. This guide is intended for divination beginners, to give them insight into specific methods

and how to start.
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â€œDivination is not fortune tellingâ€¦ Divination is a process of contacting divine guidance through a

divination tool, sometimes using more than one in order to receive divine message more



accurately.â€• So begins Luna Scarlette in her introduction to many of the most used divination tools

used in Wicca and other Neopagan, earth-based religions.This is a short introduction to most of the

most common divination tools that the beginner may already be at least passingly familiar with, tools

like the tarot, runes, the pendulum, and dice, as well as other divination practices of palmistry,

astrology, numerology and scrying. Ms. Scarlette is quick to point out that this is intended to be a

short introduction, as there are many hundreds of books and resources that go well into greater

depth on each of these topics; her intention, I believe, is to provide the reader / seeker with a

starting point and a general map of the territory to divination. She notes that certain tools, dice and

pendulums, for instance, are a little easier (but also more wide open to interpretation) whereas any

serious inquiry into astrology or tarot will no doubt require more reading, research and practice.She

provides good, basic and well-researched and documented information about these divination tools,

and also stresses that â€œâ€¦if you want to improve in divination you have to bold relationship with

the power your are contacting through divination tool.â€• This emphasizes her distinction between

divination and mere fortune telling for gain: if youâ€™re looking for a way to bilk people and make a

quick buck at a carnival show, you will not find it here. If, however, youâ€™re looking to deepen your

connection to the Divine, if youâ€™re looking to make a deeper connection to both what is beyond

human comprehension and if youâ€™re seeking first within yourself to then seek without, and if

youâ€™re not familiar with many of these tools, this is an excellent place to begin.

This little book is a quick read that explains all the different areas of Wicca practice. The only thing I

did not care for, is that it speaks about cleansing your tools, or yourself quite often throughout the

book yet it doesn't explain the process of doing so.This book is not by any means an in depth book

of information. It gives the reader a simple, and quick explanation of each subject.I was given a

copy of Wicca Divination Tools to read and review in exchange for my honest, unbiased opinion.

This is an interesting book in his genre. The book explains things in a easy way and you want to

keep reading to find out more.
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